In Chapter III of the above report, we listed as "Further
Plans and Suggestions" a number of items which could be grouped broadly as follows: (l) improvements to, and refinements in, the neutronics code itself; (2) addition to the code of the non-neutronics equations describing the fluid flow in a NERVA reactor, and the "feedback" effects of temperature, hydrogen density, and solid density on the reactivity; and (3) application of our VARI-QUIR technique to other problem areas, as, for example, more efficient solution of the transport equation. This report describes work done to date on the first two of these three problems.
In Chapter I. we list and describe the modifications in the neutronics code since the last report. These affect acciu"acy, convenience in use, and computer storage space available for addition of feedback.
The simplest but least satisfying approach to the use of VARI-QUIR on feedback problems is considered in Chapter II. An existing (2) code like TNT, containing detailed fluid-flow but fairly simple neutronics, coxild be used to obtain an initial solution. The output density and temperature schedule (i.e., time-dependence) could be used to calculate a nuclear parameter (cross sections, etc) schedule, which could be input into VARI-QUIR to obtain a power schedule. This more accurate power response coxild be used first to check the TNT power Controlled Error) to integrate these time derivatives, one must first be able to evaluate the derivative at each point separately, hence an iterative procedure is necessary to solve these simultaneous, coupled equations. True, not very many iterations will usually be required, because a good starting guess is available, namely the values of the derivatives at the preceding time point. Nevertheless, sudden changes may occur from time to time, hence the required niamber of iterations changes. Thus it has been found necessary to require iteration to some pre-specified accuracy, rather than a given nxunber of iterations.
Secondly, for those fast flux groups where the time lag is neglected and the response treated as instantaneous (described as "out-of-ICE" in WANL-TNR-133), a small steady-state problem is solved at each time-step, the "source" being the lower energy flux groups and the precursors. In this case, the equation for the flux at each point involves not only the fluxes at neighboring space points, but the fluxes in all other energy groups at the same, and neighboring, space points. Precisely the same situation holds as in the preceding paragraph regarding the availability, usually, of a good starting guess, but the uncertainty as to the number of iterations.
In both of these cases, therefore, the code has been changed to allow input of an error criterion, rather than a specified number of iterations. Iteration continues until even the worst point meets the accuracy requirement.
B. Interpolation
Because of the pre-set "quadratic-in-region" spatial behavior of the solutions, sufficient information to completely specify the solution at any time is given by a knowledge of the value of three points per region (nine points in two-dimensional cases) for each energy and precursor group. However, it is not convenient for the user, e.g., when plotting the solution in space over a large region.
to be forced to calculate by hand some intermediate values based on the known quadratic behavior. Provision has therefore been made to input to the code a requirement for any desired number of interpolated points to be printed out in the solution at each time.
This interpolation is done only at each printout time. Thus the code preserves the advantage of working with far fewer points dviring the bulk of its labor, i.e., the many time-steps between each printout.
C. Increased Computer Space for Feedback
As reported in WANL-TNR-133, one of the major obstacles to the introduction of any very detailed feedback into this code was the axQOunt of core storage taken up by just the neutronics -specifically, all but about 1,000 locations. This large storage requirement resulted from the detailed spatial analysis in this code, compared to most (spaceindependent) kinetics codes.
To write the feedback equations on a separate computer chain appeared highly undesirable from a standpoint of computing time; with the many time-steps involved in this program,reading a complete program tape in and out at each time-step seemed prohibitive. As an alternative, it was anticipated that the allowable problem size (number of spatial regions, or energy groups^, or precursors) might have to be cut down.
However, this alternative has been avoided (or at least postponed, depending upon how detailed our feedback eventually becomes)
by the following expedient. The entire steady-state part of the program We demonstrate here the use of VQ-l in the first mentioned capacity, as a check on space-independent neutronics. We consider a sample startup problem, taken from an internal memorandum. The problem (solved using TNT) in that memorandum was to obtain a ramp rise in power.
Given that desired power rise, one could (in the space-independent, or separable, approximation) deduce a required reactivity schedule. Further, from the given power rise, one could compute temperatures, densities, etc., and hence an (uncontrollable) feedback reactivity. The control vanes were then given a compensating schedule such that the total required reactivity schedule was met. In this problem VARI-QUIR was used with 7 radial regions:
core, core, core, reflector, reflector, absorbing annulus (to simulate the control vanes), and more reflector. Four flux energy groups and six precursor groups were used. Reactivity was defined as static reactivity i"e,, difference between the multiplication factor and unity. Thus, for the case in which y in core was varied, the "Pschedule was obtainable by definition from the reactivity schedule.
For the case in which -^absorption ^ ^^^ absorbing annulus was varied, several steady-state VARI-QUIR runs had to be made, to calibrate £absorption ^s, reactivity.
•»^he roughness of this idealization makes no difference, since we will be comparing two different curves following this same schedule. For both cases, the great departure of our power output from a ramp is due to the difference between our reactivity schedule (a jump, followed by a series of ramps) and the smooth reactivity variation theoretically required. Of particular interest are the occasional downward dips in power, occurring at the "corners" of our reactivity schedule -i,e,, where our reactivity departs farthest from the required smooth curve. Such decreases in power, even momentarily, at positive reactivity, would seem at first glance to be unreal -and, indeed, led us to look first for an error in the code. We soon discovered, however, that they are quite real and rather simple to explain, as follows.
To demonstrate the effect requires only one flux group and one delayed neutron (precursor) group -no spatial dependence need be postulated. The necessary equation are therefore:
I ir ^/i^^i-/^) ~* + Ac (1)
whei'^e now k is assumed to be some function of time, k(t). We can even strip the system down a little further: assume a fast reactor, so that V is very large, and the left-hand side of (1) may be replaced by 0; i"e., the fluxes adjust instantaneously* to the precursor source G and reactivity k. For this assumption to be valid requires further that we stay below prompt critical, i.e., k-l-(?k<0, otherwise the fluxes would "adjust instantaneously" to infinity. With equation (1) now an algebraic (not differential) equation, it may be solved at once for ^ in terms of C and k, and the result substituted into (2), to yield:
The solution, for arbitrary k(t), may be written at once as
Therefore, from equation (1),
where the denominators are always positive, because of our assimiption of staying below prompt critical. Therefore the exponential will always be increasing as long as k^l. In equation (3), for the flux or power, this exponential factor corresponds to one's intuitive feeling *This assimiption, particularly good for the present reactor, is equivalent to our taking the fluxes "out-of-ICE" in our code, as our option allows. It is, however, only convenient, not necessary, for the above explanation.
that the flux will always be rising for positive reactivity. The precursors, in fact, contain only this factor, and do indeed always rise for k^l, 1-k + (3 k However, equation (3) has another factorj o ^ o , l-k+ ^ k corresponding to the equilibrium ratio between the flux, or power, and its precursor source. On any sudden drop in k, to a lower but still ^1 value (positive reactivity), the denominator of this factor will rise suddenly, hence the overall factor will drop suddenly. This drop can be as fast as we wish, hence easily can be greater than the rise in the exponential factor.
To be a little more quantitative, the logarithmic time derivative of (3) is
Therefore, if the power is never to drop (^:^ ^O), the fastest allowdt able rate of reactivity drop from positive values toward zero is given
The curve of dropping k vs, time which would just keep the power constant is given by integrating (6) with the equality holding, to yield:
At ?
Any reactivity (k-1) fall-off faster than the exponential in (5) leads to power drops at still positive reactivities.
As we stated earlier, the dropping of the --rf-term V dt in our treatment is merely convenient, and not necessary for the final result. If we retain the full equations (1) and (2), we can no longer obtain a simple closed form like (3) for the power in terms of arbitrary k(t); but we can still obtain equation (5) for the limiting rate of reactivity fall-off if the power is to hold steady, not drop.
If we substitute into (1) the conditon that cp = <f>Q = constant, solve for k, substitute into (2) to eliminate k ( the presence of <;^ does not prevent integration because it is now a constant ^o)> integrate to find C(t), and again substitute into (1) to obtain k(t), we finally arrive at precisely the same equation as (5) . For a reactivity falloff more rapid than (5), we must again obtain an actual drop in power.
III. INTRODUCTION OF FEEDBACK EQUATIONS DIRECTLY INTO VARI-QUIR
The This is essential in order to set up a simplified model, decide which *Even if combination of TNT and VARI-QUIR does turn out ultimately to be required for accuracy, this joining of the two codes requires a good deal of knowledge of the fluid flow; thus the experience gained in the present approach would still be highly useful.
^A effects are to be omitted on a first trial, and which are controlling and essential to the problem. Particularly helpful in this phase of the work has been WANL-TME-103, "NERVA Power Range Analysis",^^^ which presents a good overall view of the system without excessive detail.
It was decided to consider only fluid flow through the core We wish now to demonstrate that, for all three of these equations, the time derivative terms may be omitted for normal startup or shutdown problems,* This is equivalent to saying that the fluid flow in the channel adjusts instantaneously, for all practical purposes, to changes in inlet temperature, inlet pressure, and heat source from the sides of the channels Thus equations (6)-(8) need merely be solved in steady-state at each new time-step. This is the procedure already built into the TNT code,^^^ *I,e,, exclusive of fast excursion or accident calculations, +But this heat source still lags the fission power because of heat transfer through, and accumulation in, the solid. The relevant delay will be treated later in this section.
The physical basis for our development will be roughly as To formally obtain these time constants, in their recognizable physical form, from equations (6)-(8), one needs an analytic rather than numerical solution. Understandably enough, to accomplish this will require some drastic simplification of the above equations. This is quite justified by the fact that we seek only orders of magnitude, not precise values, for these time constants.
¥e begin by replacing equation (8) 
^ n ^ 7600 lbs,/in/ (10) in the core, which certainly satisfies our approxiBiation. The second asstmaption in (8-a) is thatPH is also large enough to mask the P term which differentiates PH from P U, in the thermodynamic identity PH=^U + P. A typical figure here is P ;:5 600 lbs,/in,^
which is down from (10) by a factor of about 1/13, hence again our approximation is adequate, ¥e next decide to simplify the right-hand side of (7) to f'v where 
2 W C^ ^"1 "^ ^2)J = Qv + V^^^l^l ~ ""2^2) (15) ^=^l-¥ (TI^H + I (^)P («2 -Hi)
Equation (16) where, from (12), f'/p Is just another form for fv.
Instead of setting Q^ = 0, a more realistic approximation would be that so much heat is added in the channel that the outlet density is negligible compared to the inlet density, i.e..
^?
(H2-H1) (-|^)p ^ ^ ^ :
in which case the solutions of (19) reduce to There is, however, a non-negligible time lag involved in transfer of heat through the solid to the channels. Any changes in power must first begin to heat up the solid before being felt in the channel. to represent the working of the reactor. Its primary functions will be to check out our technique for tying feedback into the code, and to establish a starting point for further, more refined models.
In the discussion that follows, we shall use three subscripts:
G to refer to the solid (graphite) core, C to refer to properties of the coolant in the core channels, and P to refer to properties of the coolant in the outlet plen-um.
As stated earlier, we shall consider only flow through the core. We now lump the core into a single element, at some uniform (but 
where h is a heat transfer coefficient for passage of heat through the solid and into the coolant in the channel. Equations (20) and (21) thus replace the thermal diffusion equation in the core.
The coolant pressure drop across the core, while not negligible in any detailed treatment, is nevertheless small compared with the pressure drop across the nozzle, from the outlet plenum (pressure ;i:? 550 psi at full power) to atmosphere or vacuum. We shall therefore neglect all pressure differences between inlet plenum, core, and outlet plenum, and simply set Pc = P(t) (22)
where P(t), the pressxire entering the core, is controlled externally, and is therefore an input variable to our program.
By the same taken, the flow rate is controlled mainly by the nozzle, according to the nozzle equation
where W is the weight flow rate through the core. Equations (22)- (24) thus replace the momentum equation (7) in o\ir present model. The mass conservation equation (6) is implicitly present by the fact that W, the mass flow rate, has no subscript, and has therefore been assumed constant everywhere.
Finally, instead of the energy equation (8), we have simply that the total energy loss to the fluid is carried out through the outlet plenum; i,e,, Hp ^ = Qloss (25) where we have neglected other contributions to the enthalpy (e.g., viscous heating, which is trivial compared to the heat input from the core power,) At some average position down the channel, we assume that the fluid enthalpy has risen half-way from its entrance value (small enough to be negligible) to its exit value (Hp)j i.e..
A better averaging method could undoubtedly be found, based on the actual power distribution in the core.
With Qfission 'ie'termined by the neutronics part of the code, and the inlet pressure P(t) controllable externally, we have 7 equations (.14.7 psi.<P<1500 psi.
Both of these equations may, of course, be improved in accuracy when required and/or justified by refinements in the rest of our model.
D. Reactivity Feedback
The feedback subroutine accoiints for changes in the nuclear constants as a result of changes in temperature and hydrogen density in the core,* *Solid density changes due to thermal expansion would appear to affect the reactivity only in second order, for two reasons. First, the highly reflected nature of the reactor makes buckling small to begin with, so that changes in buckling should be negligible. Second, because of the structure of the reactor, fuel element expansion will be largely into the voids, over which these fuel elements have already been homogenized in our treatment.
Atomic stronutlear
The temperature effects are those of spectral shift and doppler broadening. Spectral shift means the "hardening" of the neutron spectrum as a result of increased core temperature. The core temperature affects only the low energy neutron spectrum. Since the scheme used in these calculations was a four energy group system, the result of spectral shift is a change in the nuclear cross sections in The standard design method used at WANL for finding cross sections is to determine the doppler effects from a code, QUERY, input these data into MUFT, which finds the fast groups constants, and finally, find the thermal group cross sections from TNS. It is obvious that it would be far too time consuming to use each of these three codes, or even a single subroutine to replace all three, every time the temperature or the hydrogen density changed. Furthermore, for any given core composition, it seems quite likely that the variation of the cross sections with temperature and hydrogen concentration may be represented by a relatively simple function or functions.
In view of these considerations, a "typical" NRX-A material composition was chosen to investigate these variations of cross sections. To test the code and dei^nstrate our model, the following problem was constructed. The reactor was assumed to be operating on a power plateau (i.e,, in steady state) at 2.5 X 10 Btu/sec (about 25^ cf full power), with a hydrogen flow rate of 30 lbs./sec. Then, at time t = 0, the control vanes were suddenly rotated to give the equivalent of k = +,006" (In our R-Z code, this was accomplished by an appropriate step-reduction in absorption cross-section, and increase of diffusion coefficient, in our absorbing-annulus region). On the other hand, the inlet pressure to the core was maintained constant at its steady-state value. The physical idea, roughly, was that the vanes were accidentally stronuclear rotated; however, through some failure, the pump never got the message, but continued to operate at constant pressure. We have no wish to imply that such a combination of occurences is a plausible accident; it is assumed merely as a test problem for the code.
The neutronics model was about the same as that described in To further clarify, in all four cases the full fluid flow model was present, responding to the power rise. But the feedback effects, through which the flow variables caused effects on the power, were "plugged in" one at a time as described in the preceding paragraph.
Consider first the features common to all four cases. Following the step in reactivity, the power (Fig, 2) jumps immediately from 25^ to about 68^, coming into a new equilibrium (based on the new reactivity) Meanwhile, because of the higher power, the core temperatxu'e ( Fig. 3) begins to climb -much more slowly, of course, varying only as the time-integral of the power (see equation 20), As the core temperattire increases, so does the temperature of the hydrogen in the channels. Since its pressure is maintained constant, its density (Fig, 4) drops off inversely as it temperature, following equation (27).
With this decreased density, the mass flow rate also drops off, although not as fast because the higher temperatxire means increased gas velocity.
In fact, from equation (24), we see that the flow rate will fall off inversely with the square root of plenum temperature.
Retiirning now to Fig. 2 , we see that, with no feedback, the reactor is soon off on a fast period ('^80'^ reactivity was added).
With just the negative temperatue effect of spectral shift plugged in, however, the power levels off at about l64^. With the doppler and doppler plus hydrogen, effects included, the power actually overshoots: by the time the temperattire has risen enough to begin turning back the power, that power has reached a level higher than its eventual eqtiilibrivmi.
Finally, after about 16 sec, the power in both intermediatefeedback cases begins another slow rise. This is apparently due to the slower precursors beginning to rise to come into balance with the higher power level. After a time of several half-lives of the slowest precursor group, a new equilibrium will ultimately be reached. G, The VARI-QUIR code might be extremely useful in the calculation of space-time transfer functions, of the type studied in reference #5, It appears that running problems on a spacetime code like VARI-QUIR might be the ideal way to obtain stronuclear input for a frequency-analysis code, whose output would be the desired transfer function. This area is being presently investigated but no resvilts are yet available.
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